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Victorian tracing of the Newton St Loe Roman mosaic being copied by artists at Bristol Museum yesterday. 
M take them a fortnight to complete the copy of the 150-year-old tracing by the railway engineer Thomas Mars 
io made it from the mosaic found during construction of the Great Western Railway. The picture, of Orphe 
arming wild animals, is too delicate to be shown. - -- 
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The whole of the area was well settled and prosperous in 
Roman times and well populated by Welsh inhabitants right up 
to the seventh century when they lost political 
control,Newton StLoe Roman Villa,found in 1837,is near the 
River Avon and was probably the home of the governor of the 
Bath Canton. It was probably built some time early in the 
third century and was still occupied in 408 when the Romans 
left. 
Keynsham Villa-down the river-was raided and burned in the 
Barbarian raids of 367. Corsantune or Corsan tun - 'the 
farmstead by the reeds of Corsan stream'was probably a 
Celtic Roman farm under the protection of the Roman estate. 
The Newton estate was seven miles across and Corston only 
500 yards away. There was an Orpheus mosaic floor-exhibited 
in the open for 20 years by the GWR Keynsham station and 
ruined as a result. Orpheus and his lute,with the 
animals,were accepted as a Christian motif in later Roman 
times. 
The great Wansdyke is our southern boundary and Corston may 
have been a farm when it was made. There are three 
Anglo-Saxon charters of the boundaries of Corston-the first 
dating from 941 and the others slightly different but 
essentially of the same boundaries as nowadays. One of the 
napes implies an earlier Saxon church and there were two 
boundary stones but as yet we have found no trace of them 
About the same time King Edmund gave Corston to the Abbots 
of Math. In 955 King Edwy gave Corston to Aelfswydda,a court 
L.It would be interesting to know why,and who she was 
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The arrow indicates part of a ruined Roman villa which is situated at Keynsham 
Cemetery. The ruins are overgrown by weeds and have been attacked by 

vandals. 
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The Whole of the area was well settled and prosperous in 
times and well populated by Welsh inhabitants right up 

to the seventh century when they lost political 
control.Newton StLoe Roman Villa,found in 18374s near the 
River Avon and was probably the home of the governor of the 
Bath Canton. It was probably built some time early in the 
third century and was still occupied in 408 when the Romans 
lelt 
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Celtic Roman farm under the protection of the Roman estate. 
The Newton estate was seven miles across and Corston only 
500 yards away. There was an Orpheus mosaic floor-exhibited 
in the open for 20 years by the GWR Keynsham station and 
ruined as a result. Orpheus and his lute,with the 
iina1a,were accepted as a Christian motif in later Roman 

great Wansdyke is our southern boundary and Corston may 
ye been a farm when it was made. There are three 

Anglo-Saxon charters of the boundaries of Corston-the first 
dating from 941 and the others slightly different but 
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- lies an earlier Saxon church and there were two 
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time King Edmund gave Corston to the Abbots 
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be interesting to know why,and who she was 
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The whole of the area was well settled and prosperous in 
Roman times and well populated by Welsh inhabitants right up 
to the seventh century when they lost political 
control.Newton St.L,oe Roman Villa,found in 1837,is near the 
River Avon and was probably the home of the governor of the 
Bath Canton. It was probably built some time early in the 
third century and was still occupied in 408 when the Romans 
left. 
Keynsham Villa-down the river-was raided and burned in the 
Barbarian raids of 367. Corsantune or Corsan tun - 'the 
farmstead by the reeds of Corsan stream'was probably a 
Celtic Roman farm under the protection of the Roman estate. 
The Newton estate was seven miles across and Corston only 
500 yards away. There was an Orpheus mosaic floor-exhibited 
in the open for 20 years by the GWR Keynsham station and 
ruined as a result. Orpheus and his lutewith the 
animals,were accepted as a Christian motif in later Roman 
times. 
The great Wansdyke is our southern boundary and Corston may 
have been a farm when it was made. There are three 
Anglo-Saxon charters of the boundaries of Corston-the first 
dating from 941 and the others slightly different but 
essentially of the same boundaries as nowadays. One of the 
names implies an earlier Saxon church and there were two 
boundary stones but as yet we have found no trace of them 
About the same time King Edmund gave Corston to the Abbots 
of Bath.. In 955 King Edwy gave Corston to Aelfswydda,a court 
lady. It would be interesting to know whyand who she was 


